Hello,

this is a problem concerning tikiwiki 2.4.

I have 3 groups: anonymous, registered and admins. After writing an article it shows up for 'anonymous' and 'registered', exactly as set in the group permissions. No problem there.

However, I also made several categories. As long as the article remains uncategorized, everything is fine. But when I assign it to a category it vanishes from the view of the 'anonymous' and 'registered' groups.

In the categories I have 2 permission options:
'tiki_p_view_categories' and 'tiki_p_admin_categories'. Even if I assign both permissions to the category, it doesn't make any difference. The article remains hidden.

Quite ridiculous is, that i have another instalaltion of tiki 2.4, where i can chose out of 5 different permissions within the categories.

Cashes have been emptyd.

Here is my configuration:

Group Anonymous:

- tiki_p_articles_read_heading
- tiki_p_list_image_galleries
- tiki_p_messages
- tiki_p_read_article
- tiki_p_search
- tiki_p_topic_read
- tiki_p_view
- tiki_p_view_calendar
- tiki_p_view_categories
- tiki_p_view_categorized
- tiki_p_view_directory
- tiki_p_view_events
- tiki_p_view_faqs
- tiki_p_view_image_gallery

The particular category "in progress" has no group-specific permission (standard / yellow)

The article has category "in progress" assigned.

Anonymous can't see the article.

Ridiculous is, that if i try to assign a specific permission to the category "in progress", just the following two permissions are available for selection:

- tiki_p_view_categories
- tiki_p_admin_categories

Even if i assign those to the category for anonymous, they are not able to see the article.
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